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ABSTRACT 

Taking into account current trends and the current macroeconomic conditions for the 

functioning of industries, the expediency of improving the processes and mechanisms of strategic 

management is necessary. Kazakhstan, being an attractive country for attracting foreign 

investment, and applying strategic planning can successfully resist new global challenges and 

threats. For many of the world's largest companies, resilience is seen as the key to minimizing 

risk, increasing resilience, increasing competitiveness and unlocking new opportunities. The aim 

of the study is to analyze the sustainable development of companies based on the development of 

strategic competitive advantages caused by changes in stock indices and the profitability of 

securities of the companies under consideration, on the basis of which problems and ways of 

solving them were identified. Authors formulate conclusions and recommendations for improving 

the sustainable development of companies based on the development of strategic competitive 

advantages. Therefore, to study the nature of the relationship in the change in the yield of 

securities of large companies in Kazakhstan and stock indices, market models were built, in 

particular, the risk of financial assets was assessed using the Sharpe model using the least 

squares method. The relationship between the yield on securities of the selected companies and 

the market yield, expressed by the KASE index, in the 1st quarter of 2021 was analyzed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today, Kazakhstan enterprises, in order to remain competitive and survive in the market, 

must constantly monitor the external environment and make changes in their economic activities. 

Moreover, each change carries both threats and new additional opportunities for economic 
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growth. The company must timely detect internal and external factors of instability, plan 

operational and strategic measures in order to maintain financial stability. 

LITERATUTE REVIEW 

Modern economic conditions require companies to be flexible and not be satisfied with 

what has already been achieved, constantly improving approaches to doing business, where the 

following can be named among the main directions of development of strategic planning 

mechanisms: 

1. A systematic approach to strategic goal-setting at all levels of management; 

2. Creation of a model for assessing the conditions and limitations of strategies for the development of 

territories and analytical tools for making strategic decisions (Semenov, et al., 2017). 

Attention to the problem of sustainable development is tirelessly supported in the 

publications of foreign researchers, such as Karman (2019), Strezov et al. (2017) and others, 

which outline the problems and offer solutions to substantiate the concept of sustainable 

development as an alternative to the concept of economic growth. 

Of particular importance are sustainable competitive advantages, which represent a 

unique value created through an exceptional strategy and capable of bringing benefits to the 

company over a long period of time (Tukach, 2016). 

According to Novoselov & Faleev (2020), strategic planning and management of the 

country and its regions is a process that includes the definition of long-term goals of socio-

economic development, the problems associated with their achievement, the allocation of 

priority areas for economic development, the principles underlying the management mechanism, 

as well as the tools of the management mechanism and the system of institutions that ensure the 

implementation of the adopted management decisions. 

According to the research of Dmitrieva (2017), the key task of the firm's strategy should 

be to develop a model for searching, adapting and introducing innovations that create a steady 

stream of investments and innovations that provide competitive advantages and achieve the 

strategic goals of the firm. 

The fourth industrial revolution, according to Levina (2017) requires high-tech 

companies to perform well and respond quickly in a market that is not only growing but also 

constantly changing.  

Today, sustainable development should be understood as the process of economic, social 

and managerial changes aimed at harmonizing economic activities, using natural resources, 

solving social problems, developing scientific and technological progress in order to improve the 

quality of life (Bobylev, 2017). 

Integration of sustainable development issues into the overall strategy, covering more and 

more companies, allows for strategic initiatives in the ideology of sustainable development with 

a tendency to expand the planning horizon (Izmailova, 2021). 

Most sustainable development policymakers believe that the business community plays 

an important role in society's transition to a circular economy business model (Geissdoerfer et 

al., 2017). In response, there has been an increase in sustainable entrepreneurship, which is seen 

as a comprehensive measure to preserve and care for future generations (Horne et al., 2020; 

Ratten et al., 2019; Teran-Yepez et al., 2020). 
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Some sustainability research suggests that various stakeholders in the business 

community are open to seizing sustainable development opportunities if they see how these 

opportunities can generate significant returns. 

According to the studies of Inamutila Kahupi, Clyde Eiríkur Hull, Okechukwu Okorie, 

Sherwyn Millette (2021), four main and interrelated conclusions were highlighted, namely: 

1. Investors are most hesitant about sustainable innovation, while customers are receptive and willing to 

participate; 

2. Entrepreneurs engaged in sustainable development are subsequently encouraged to ensure that the 

basic business case of their firm is well developed, as well as the product; 

3. A common barrier to the success of some sustainable innovations is not their cost, but human nature to 

postpone changes until the problems become critical; 

4. At present, investments in sustainable innovation are more attractive in regions with positive norms of 

sustainable development. 

According to Wang (2021), many companies now focus on profitability and short-term 

return on investment and neglect their impact on the environment, society and long-term growth. 

The use of resources has increased the pressure on the environment. The growing 

scientific evidence for the detrimental impacts and undesirable social and environmental 

consequences of this trend has increased external pressure on companies to respond to these 

challenges and address issues related to climate change, social and environmental degradation 

(El-Kassar & Singh, 2019; Lubberink et al., 2017). In addition to external pressures associated 

with the need to become more resilient, enterprises face increasing competition due to 

globalization and new technologies (Dulatbekov, 2021). This combined pressure has increased 

business focus on green and sustainable value creation, and has prompted a focus on whether 

sustainability innovation can address both of these challenges - simultaneously increasing both 

sustainability and competitiveness. 

According to Thaha et al. (2021), small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are a high 

priority for the governments of many countries because of their important economic contribution 

and the number of people employed in them.  

The purpose of the study Lubi et al. (2021) is to identify the impact of entrepreneurial 

leadership, innovation potential, workplace efficiency on business process management and its 

impact on financial management in small medium-sized enterprises. 

A study by Letycja et al. (2020) presents a qualitative and quantitative model of 

competitive advantage in a changing business environment, using the method of inductive 

inference, supported by a study of the literature, and the method of deduction, supported by 

statistical calculations, based on a survey conducted among 150 companies in various sectors of 

the economy. 

Modern organizations according to Beliaeva et al. (2020) face more complex challenges 

characterized by novelty, widespread coverage and extreme variability driven by business and 

the natural environment. These complex challenges Farias et al. (2020) highlight the importance 

and synergy of economic, social and environmental processes that underlie the strategic efforts 

of an organization to gain a competitive advantage. They are noticeable on a global scale and 

affect the social and economic development (Drnevich P.L et al., 2020). Moreover, 

environmental problems, as shown by Sulich & Zema (2018), contribute to the emergence of 

economic and financial crises that entail social problems. Enterprises rarely give something 
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positive in return for the natural environment, which is the basis of their resources (Hummels H 

& Argyrou A, 2021). 

Thus, in today's business environment, sustainable development is becoming an 

increasingly important issue for decision-makers as it relates to sustainable development in terms 

of environmental, economic and social dimensions (Omarova et al., 2021) 

METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 

The scientific novelty lies in the fact that at the present stage of the development of 

economic relations, the mechanism of the stock exchange and exchange transactions, which 

influence sustainable development and tasks in the field of sustainable development of business 

strategies of large companies, has firmly established itself as one of the most important 

mechanisms of business operations in the financial market. aimed at the implementation of 

targeted programs and development plans for business segments. 

Let us analyze the relationship between the yield on securities of the selected companies 

and the market yield, expressed by the KASE index, in the 1st quarter of 2021. 

A change in the market index can cause a corresponding change in the price of the i-th 

security. Since such changes are random and interrelated, a market model is used to reflect them 

in the form of a regression equation (characteristic line of a security): 

                                                iriii mm                                                 (1) 

where: 

im – the yield on security i for a period of time t (dependent variable); 

rm – yield per market index for the same period (independent variable); 

i – the coefficient of displacement of the regression line, which characterizes the 

expected profitability of the i-th security, subject to the profitability of the market index; 

i – the coefficient of the slope of the regression line, which characterizes the magnitude 

of the risk; 

i – random error. 

The β coefficient in the market model of a security reflects the sensitivity of its yield to 

the yield on the market index. 

Beta measures the change in the performance of individual stocks against the dynamics of 

market earnings; it can be positive or negative: 

– if β>0, then the yield of the corresponding securities changes like the market yield; 

– if β<0, then the performance of the security and the market index move in opposite 

directions. 

Beta is a measure of the relative volatility of a stock relative to the rest of the market. 

Securities with β> 1 are considered aggressive and are more risky than the market as a whole; for 

less risky securities β <1. 

Beta is considered as an index of systematic risk due to general market conditions. 

Cautious investors prefer low β stocks. 

Based on the initial data, the daily values of profitability were calculated for the specified 

period of time, excluding the payment of dividends, using the formula: 
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where:  

  itti qq 1,   – quotes of the i-th stock at the end of the current t and the previous (t-1) time 

periods. 

The daily return on each share is the percentage of the return that an investor would have 

earned if he bought the share at the end of the (t-1) th day and sold it at the end of the next t-th 

day. 

Further, for each name of shares, the average daily returns were determined: 
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where:  

n – number of days in the analyzed period. 

Also, as an indicator of risk assessment, the standard deviations were calculated, 

determined by the formula: 
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FIGURE 1 

 ESTIMATED INDICATORS OF AVERAGE DAILY PROFITABILITY AND STANDARD 

DEVIATION OF LARGE COMPANIES IN KAZAKHSTAN FOR THE 1ST QUARTER OF 2021 

                                                                                                         Source: compiled by authors  

 

According to the calculations presented in Figure 1, for the 1st quarter of 2021, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The average daily return on shares of all the companies under consideration had a positive effect; 

2. Shares of NAC JSC Kazatomprom have the highest average daily profitability (0.6260%), the lowest 

average daily profitability is shown by shares of JSC Kazakhtelecom (0.0215%); 

0.377 0.626 
0.0215 0.2307 

1.695 
2.3791 

1.0632 1.1059 

HSBK KZAP KZTK KZTO

Average daily profitability, % Standard deviation
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3. Shares of JSC Halyk Bank of Kazakhstan and NAC JSC Kazatomprom have a higher average daily 

profitability, perhaps on average in the financial market, and shares of JSC KazTransOil and JSC 

Kazakhtelecom - lower; 

4. The greatest risk is typical for the shares of NAC JSC Kazatomprom in comparison with other 

companies (standard deviation 2.3791); 

5. The shares of all the companies under consideration have a higher risk, perhaps on average in the 

financial market. 

To estimate the parameters of the Sharpe model (α- and β-coefficients), the least squares 

method was used. As a result of data approximation, equations were obtained for the relationship 

between the yield of shares of the companies under consideration and the yield of the KASE 

index: 

1) for shares of JSC Halyk Bank of Kazakhstan: 

rmm 3636,02805,01   

Since the coefficient 2805,0  in the model is positive, then at zero stock market return ( 0rm ) 

profit on shares of JSC Halyk Bank of Kazakhstan will amount to 0.2805%. Coefficient 3636,0  indicates a 

positive slope of the regression line. Since its value does not exceed one ( 13636,0  ), then the shares of 

Halyk Bank of Kazakhstan are not risky. 

2) for shares of NAC JSC Kazatomprom: 

rьm 4044,05187,02   

Coefficient 5187,0  says that with a zero return on the stock market, the profit on shares of NAC JSC 

Kazatomprom will be 0.5187%. The regression line has a positive slope ( 14044,0  ) and the company's 

stock is not risky.3) for shares of JSC Kazakhtelecom: 

rmm 0397,00109,03 
 At zero profitability of the stock market, profit on shares of JSC Kazakhtelecom will be 0.0109%. The 

regression line has a positive slope ( 10397,0  ) and the company's stock is not risky. 

4) for shares of JSC kaztransoil  

rmm 1572,01890,04   

At zero profitability of the stock market, the profit on shares of JSC kaztransoil will be 0.1890%. The 

regression line has a positive slope ( 11572,0  )and the company's stock is not risky. 

As the yield on shares (KASE index) grew, the expected yield on shares of all target 

companies also grew, although the yield on shares of NAC Kazatomprom JSC grew stronger 

than the yield on shares of other companies. 

CONCLUSION 

These calculations and conclusions show that as the return on the stock market (KASE 

index) increases, the expected return on shares of all participating companies also increases, and 

the return on shares of NAC JSC Kazatomprom increases more than the return on shares of other 

companies. JSC Halyk Bank of Kazakhstan”, JSC “Kazakhtelecom”, JSC “KazTransOil” means 

that the yields on their shares are growing at approximately the same rate. 

Thus, the main goal in the sustainable development of companies based on the 

development of strategic competitive advantages is to ensure the transparent and efficient 

functioning of companies, expand the opportunities for issuing securities, protect the rights of 

investors and ensure fair competition. 
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